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THE ADVENT OF '87. 
• 
RY A. C. FELT. 
If there was a subject, 
Topic, cause or theme 
To inspire a mind-as vacant, 
Not poetic as a dream, 
It is this. 
For the muse would be .a stern one 
Who to blandishments like these 
Coul<I refuse at least a short rhyme, 
Ancl the wearied soul thus ease, 
Of the writer. 
And although the g1·andly, rolling 
Music of the spheres sublime 
May not altogether gL1ide us 
In the paths of perfect time, 
We shall still 
Try ~o tell with truth and plainness 
Of the incidents of love, 
That accompanied the entrance, 
Ushered in our course of four 
Eventful years. 
It was near the close of winter 
In the year of eighty-four, 
That there struggled very slowly 
Through the I. A. C. front door, 
A motley throng. 
Comment often fails of justice, 
And as ours must not be long 
\Ve shall only say 'twas patent 
To a mind with wisdom strong, 
\\'hich received them, 
That the chivalry and beauty 
Of th is great state of mrrs 
Must have suffered heavy drafts 
And exhausted all their powers 
On this occasion. 
Then they passed with awe and meekness 
To the steward's sanctum, glad 
At first of any place to:go 
But departed feeling bad, 
For they each 
Left him there in rich profusion 
Dollars twenty-six in number; 
Receiving from his lordly clerk 
Posed therein, a frown of thunder, 
How we trembled. 
'Twas our formal introduction 
To the Hayseed Pierian spring, 
And will ever be remembered 
As the most essential thing 
We had to do. 
Climbed we then with homesick footsteps 
To a mean 'twixt sky and earth 
And were told that here the Freshmen 
Reigned with care unmixed with mirth ; 
But we didn't. 
Picked our rooms with care and forethought 
For the beauty of the view 
And their nearness to the kitchen, 
Eighty-seven all men knew 
\Ve1e prompt at meals. 
Next our trunks we lugged by inches 
Up those consecrated stairs-
Consecrated to strange places 
By the lowly-muttered prayers 
Of senior vets. 
Passed with flourish and rejoicing 
All our entrance exams well; 
Learned to know at least tlie meaning 
< >f each ringing of the bell 
(Except the rising). 
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So days grew into weeks 
And the weeks began to pass, 
When one morning in the hallway 
Found we there as in a glass 
Om-selves reflected. 
Pictures with the touch of artist 
A noble band of red men bold ; 
Dubbed Pahuchas, meaning strange things, 
:"fame we'll always dearly hold 
In memory. 
Thus our standing was established 
And we came to be a fixture, 
Though our subsequent career 
Some have said has been a mixture 
Of strange tl11ngs. 
Still it's not for us to argue 
Matters of such prosy bent, 
Ours to only try and tell you 
With what loyal, good intent 
\Ve entered hei·e. 
If there's aught in all the reconl 
Needs defending, well we.know 
Swift and sure om- vindication 
Follow will and that not slow 
Ry om historian. 
So the muse will bid a last good-bye, 
And when pk>\ving con1 next spring, 
\Yonder ii al the I. A. C. 
The same old program, wondrous thing, 
Is being re-enacted. 
CLASS HISTORY. 
BY F.. A. KIRKPATRICK. 
In the spring of '84 a colony of 
eager young people emigrated 
from various parts of the beauti-
ful Hawkeye state to the rich 
lands of the I. A. C., where the 
catalogue said that rich mines of 
learning a\yaited the earnest toiler 
after knowledge. It was with fear 
and trembling that this colony at-
tempted to "enter" these charming 
grounds ; for althou~h many colo-
nists had successfully passed 
through the thorny hedge of "en-
trance examinations" and after 
four years residence here departed 
laden with intellectual riches, yet 
we feared that we. would be 
caught, as Absalom was, by some 
of the tough branch0es, and like 
1 Moses be permitted only to "view 
the land" while others "went in 
and possessed it." Colonists were 
scarce that year, however, and all 
were admitted and given either 
! full titles or those that were to be 
, made good when we had hewn 
our way through the branches that 
[ had caught us. About seventy-
' five assumed the title of Fresh-
man, over twenty of' whom had 
the extra word "sub" prefixed to 
it because they had algebra extra. 
Of this number over a half dozen 
deserted or were banished within 
a few days. 
We cannot say, like nearly all 
previous historians, that the Fresh-
man class that year was the lar-
gest and best that ever entered, 
for we must acknowledge that it 
was the smallest and perhaps also 
the poorest. Hard times through-
out the state and rumors of war 
and change of government in 
these fair domains probably ex-
plains the fact that our numbers 
were so small ; as to the second 
fact we have no explanation to of-
fer. 
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At first we had no other name vering; for it is of course supposed 
than the general one of Freshmen, that all the Pahuchas viewed it 
which was then to us a proud title. from a distance, although I believe 
The Sophomores; however, having it was rumored that a certain 
grown wiser than Shakespeare-, panic-stricken Pahucha came up 
believed that there is something from one of the cottages the next 
in a name, and in a very artistic mornin.g in a borrowed suit of 
and poetic manner gave us the clothes. 
name of "Pahuchas." We, believ- At the close of the term we 
ing with Shakespeare that "there is Freshmen of course listened to the 
nothing in a name," accepted the Junior orators with undisguised 
name without acknowledging the astonishment and admiration. 
"something" that is implied in it. We may now say with nearly all 
About this time we attempted previous historians that "we then 
to organize our colony and civil went home to astonish our friends 
war commenced. "Shall we de- and relatives with the immense 
nounce secret societies ?" was the stock of wisdom we had been able 
question, and ''loud and long the to gain in so short a time." \Ve 
conflict_ raged". Truth to tell, in will add, however, that we didn't. 
some of olll: class meetings there At the close of the vacation we 
was more loudness and longness welcomed about fifteen new Pa-
than anything else. Scheming huchas. The number of those in-
and open combat made us familiar habiting the borders of the land 
with all the arts of constitutional known as "sub-fresh algebra" was 
warfare. The greatest ability, thus considerably increased. Of 
however, was shown in quoting . these half-bred "sub-fresh" Mr. 
I 
our standard of authority, Rob- i Beach alone remains with us, while 
erts'. Rules of Order. Some of the of the pure-bred "sub-fresh" Mr. 
• quotations were remarkable exam- Peterson and your historian are all 
pies of the power of imagination. that remain. The principal idea 
We "fought it out on this line all developed during this, the second 
summer" and finally agreed to dis- 1 period of the first epoch in the 
agree," and "all was quiet along" j history of our colony, was ageomet-
College creek ~or about a year. j rical one, and so clearly was it de-
We shall omit an account of the: veloped that even now we can see 
magnificient parade of the white- : the links in a chain of reasoning as· 
robed brigade that occurred a few j "Stanty" used to hold them up on 
nights before the close of our first • the ends of his fingers. 
term, and refer you to Prof. Hainer I As it came near the time for the 
for a full description of its maneu- i term to close with a "commence-
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ment we were informed that we 
must adopt a motto and place it 
with the other decorations. After 
considerable deliberation we adopt-
ed for our motto, "Attempt and 
accomplish"-t he first English 
motto ever adopted by a class at 
the I. A. C. We have been proud 
of that motto ever since. 
The term closed with a grand 
banquet at which eloqent speeches 
were made and enormous quanti-
ties of victuals destroyed. In the 
first mentioned exercise Mr. Fa-
ville did honor to the Pahucas, 
growing impatient, petitioned the 
faculty for chemistry. Their pe-
tition was granted and Prof. An-
drews gave the chemistry at the 
rate of a hundred and fifty words 
per minute, with formulae on the 
black-board extra, until we would 
fain have called enough ; but he 
quietly assured us that "still there 
is more to follow,'' and so much 
followed that when the term 
closed a number of the boys deci-
ded to "specialize'' in chemistry 
another term. 
vVe were also initiated into the 
while in the secpnd every member mysteries of "bugology" this term 
of the class performed his part to and at least one idea was fixed in-
the full extent of his capacity. dellibly on our memories. It is 
One enthusiastic Freshman was that the smaller the bug the long-
heard to remark that that meal was er the name, and we also remem-
wotth all the preceding ones of ber distinctly that nearly all of the 
the term. After the banquet we bugs were quite small. 
attempted to realize the fact that Toward the close of the term 
we were Sophomores and after a; we talked about having a Sopho-
vcry severe effort we accomplished I more picnic, but the thought of 
it and departed to wield the peda- final ''exams" near at hand rose 
gogical staff 111 some country before us like a specter and made 
"deestrict." us give up all thoughts of picnic. 
The spring of '85 found forty- Another Junior Ex., then home 
four Pahuchas back to this favored I again. After a month's welcome 
locality ready to dig deep in the i rest from hard study we gladly as-
rich mines of chemical and physi- semble at the I. A. C. again to 
cal truth and explore the beautiful pursue the study of the· sciences, 
fields of botanical learning; also in which we were 110w fairly start-
to survey the calf past{1re and sev- ed. A new professor of chemistry 
era! other small tracts of ground. meets us in the class room, and as 
The weather was cold and we he seems to be laboring under the 
were rather slow in getting well very strange delusion that we 
started in our studies, especially I know something about chemistry, 
chemistry, so the Sophomores, i we kindly inform him that all we 
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know about chemistry is that we I\ course ; for we had studies in which 
don't know anything about it. He , we were interested and the hard 
did not believe us at first but he I work of the Sophomore year had 
does befure the term closes. Those not only given us excellent mental 
who take analytical geometry learn discipline and initiated us into the 
the remarkable fact that parallel sciences, but it had given us a 
lines meet at infinity and that con- glimpse of what there is to learn 
stants may become variables ; and imbued us with strong faith 
while those that take stock-hreed- I in the efficiency of hard work. 
ing learn the consoling fact that I Nothing of special importance 
their ancestors are partially res- occurred during that term unless 
ponsible for their mental and phy- it was the excursion a couple of 
sical peculiarities. our Junior zoologists took dmn1 
As the term neared its close we the classic Skunk on a borrowed 
decided to originate the custom of 
electing Junior Ex. speakers in the 
fall. Before the election, how-
ever, rumors of scheming dis-
turbed the quiet along College 
creek and the other party deter-
mined, like Hamlet, to "delve one 
yard beneath their mines," and 
without \\·aiting for a ghost to as-
sure them that they had "just 
cause" they schemed so success-
fully that they elected all of their 
ticket. But when the successful 
candidates came to think it over 
during the winter they did not 
feel satisfied to represent only a 
part of the class ; accordingly the 
next spring the most of them re-
signed and there was an election 
without scheming, and as a conse-
quence better feeling has prevailed 
in the class ever since. · 
In our Junior year optional 
studies were introduced and it was 
to us probably the most interest-
ing and profitable year of our 
raft one afternoon as they were re-
turning from a very successful zo-
ological expedition. We have not 
time to tell about the interesting 
and animated conversation they 
had with the irate owner of the 
raft as they sailed past him, nor to 
relate how when they came to 
an overhanging tree the raft sailed 
quietly on while they were lc.ft-
one hanging to the tree to keep 
his head above "high water mark'' 
and the other to take his first les-
son in swimming, but will only 
add that they finally arrived at 
the college, wetter and wiser than 
before. 
A number of veterinary stu-
dents joined us this year and we 
numbered tour more than when we 
were Sophomores. \Ve began to 
have an opinion that we were a 
pretty good class after all. This 
"class spirit" grew gradually; it 
was considerably increased by the 
"Junior Ex.'' and culminated when 
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,ve were introduced to the board· last four years--our minds ; and 
of trustees as the 11e,v Senior we learned at the same time not 
class. only to honor Dr. \\Telch, as when 
In the fall term of this year the we ,vere Freshmen, for what we 
class _prophet returned from Mt. have lzcard of him, but to appre-
Plcasant and was welcomed by us ; ciate, admire and love him as an 
but now many fear that he was instructor, a man and a friend for 
one of those false prophets, of what we k1urw that he is. 
whom you are warned to beware. Nothing of special importance 
At the close of the year we de- occurred during this term. There 
parted for our homes and schools was talk of a Senior picnic but it 
well satisfied with our year's work ended in talk, and thus that chief 
and proud of our class. subject of the class historian's pen 
The spring of '87 found us back is numbered with those things that 
to the I. A. C. and ready to com- "might have been'' but wasn't. 
pletc our work here ; but not all The fall term came and so did 
of us, for we had met with some the Alumni meeting, but the im·i-
unexpcctcd losses. F. E. Stinson tation for the Seniors to attend the 
hacl commenced selling books and banquet die\ not come, so the Sen-
traveling for his health; Charley iors decided to invite themselves 
Anderson, "the Boy," had cmi- to a banquet. Accordingly \\·hen 
grated with his father to Louisi- the Alumni adjourned to the din-
:rna; ancl saddest of all, one of ing ball for their banquet \\-C ad-
our youngest and liveliest boys- journed to a much larg~r ball, Ho-
one that we little thought would gath's grove, for our banquet. 
commit such a rash deed-ended SDon after we arrived there a 
his single existence by committing loaded wagon drove up and was 
matrimony, and as a consequence quickly unloaded. Tables consist-
I-I. L. Preston is with us no more. ing of planks were quickly erect-
But our grief was partially as- ed. Chinese lanterns suspended 
suagcd by the box of fruits and . from a wire fastened to trees soon 
nuts he forwarded to "the boys." ; encircled them and we gathered 
It was not all loss this year, how- ! around-a charmed circle. The 
eyer, for our hearts were glad- : committee on refreshments hatl 
denecl by the appearance of Miss · clone its part nobly and e,·cry 
.'.\:orma Hainer as one of our num- 'member of the class was prepared 
ber. to shmv a full appreciation of the 
This term we learned something '. committee's work. Buns and fried 
about the instrument we have l chicken, tender, juicy and tooth-
been using ancl perfecting for the , some, formed the first course and 
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soon disappeared in the many hours the next morning se,ring on 
small caverns that constituted the buttons. Just as the last speech 
greater portion of the circle. was finished and they were calling· 
Cookies, lemonade and ice cream for a toast from the toast-master 
coolly followed them into the several persons approached, and 
same dark retreats ; then each we, supposing that they belonged 
noble Senior except Christie pro- to some other class, gave them a 
ceeded to surround the half of a I grand salute with "·ater-melon 
"·ater melon; he slipped off to! rinds. \Ve soon found, however, 
one side and succeeded in sur- : that they were friends and "ceased 
rounding one and a half.• \Ve firing." Then Andy proposed a 
were filling up so fast that there "college yell" for this institution 
\Yas not much room for noise with- and we yelled it a few times just 
in us, so it began to come out and for a change and then prepared to 
we made those old woods nng· return to our respective rooms. 
with our shouts and yells. The But when the things ,vere gathered 
toast-master then called on each up and placed in the wagon the 
one for a toast and an old fish-kit, box in which the girls' portion of 
left tlwre by some other party of the banquet had been stored was 
revelers, was placed "·ithin the found-missing, and there were 
circle to serve as a stand from some imprecations on the Sopho-
"·hich the orators might pour forth more or Junior that we supposed 
their pent-up eloquence. Not a had slipped up and "faked" it 
man faltered, but every one placed while we were orating. The next 
one or both of his feet, according morning, however, Jim Christie, 
to their size, on this kitish platform · in some unaccountable way, pro-
and poured forth his eloquence un- duced the box, and what is still 
til the platform was kicked from : more remarkable, the contents 
under him and another speaker ; were all there yet and were sent 
called for. S. B. Clark mounted to the female Pahuchas. 
the stand in response to the toast, 
•·Bugs,'" and soon convinced us 
that he was not a hum-bug. But 
when Christie was assisted by his 
friends to the stand there was no 
question of the fact that llt' was 
"too full for utterance," for there 
is a limit to all things, especially 
one's clothes, and it is stated on 
good authority that he spent two 
During this term we lost an-
other prominent member of our 
class in Mr. Faville, who was tak-
en sick at the beginning of the 
term and compelled to give up his 
course here. 
Our history, like that of other 
classes, may be divided into four 
epochs of two periods each. In 
the intellectual department the 
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first epoch was characterized by a 
general freshness and a desire to 
know everything ; the second by 
a general self-importance and a 
feeling that we would soon learn 
what little remained to be known ; 
the third by a consciousness of 
knowing but little and an earnest 
effort to know more ; the fourth 
by a general feeling that we know 
just cnoug·h to be ready to com-
mence studying. In the gastric-
onomical department the first 
epoch was characterized by the 
weekly resurrection of the immor-
tal resurrection pie ; the second by 
the daily appearance of hash ; the 
third by an advertisement of a 
wrestling match between Ba D. 
Butter and Tu F. Meat, with 01 
D. Cheese as referee ; the fourth 
by the regular appe:-:.rance of 
chicken or turkey at our Sunday 
dinners and hash on Monday 
morning. Every week that we 
have been here, with but two ex-
ceptions, we have been informed 
when Sunday came by the pan-
cakes on the breakfast table. 
the management and government 
of the institution. 
Prof. Hunt succeeded Prof. 
Knapp in the presidency and re-
mained with us a year and a half. 
In him we felt that we had a man 
of untiring energy who would 
make many improvements and ad-
vance the interests of the school, 
but one who had been engaged in 
public• school work too long to 
know just how to deal with college 
students. vVhcn he resigned, how-
ever, on account of failing health, 
it could not be denied that the 
school was in better condition 
than when he took charge of it. 
In selecting our present execu-
tive, President Chamberlain, the 
board chose a man of thorough 
classical training, yet one of the 
most practical of men and one 
thoroughly in sympathy with the 
spirit of the institution. The many 
improvements going on about the 
college farm and the general pros-
perity of the school at the present 
time are the best evidence of the 
wisdom of their selection. 
• h h Our class has witnessed many 
Dunnrr our stay ere we ave . '"' . . . other changes. vVe have tramcd 
been under three different admi111- ! (b 1 tt· th t· ) 1 h 1 1 · y e mg em prac ice on us strations-onc ess t an t 1e c ass r • h • 1 two new pro1essors 111 mec a111ca 
of '86. · · · h · engmeermg, two 111 c em1stry, one 
Our first president was Prof. in botany, one in military tactics, 
Knapp, in whom we felt that we one in mathematics, one in ethics, 
had a man thoroughly qualified to one in agriculture, one in language, 
fill the position but surrounded by two in elocution and one in draw-
such circumstances as precluded ing ; and we feel that we did our 
the exercise of his. full po\Ycrs in work \\·ell, for most of them re-
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main among our best professors. are Democrats, three are Ameri-
W e have witnessed a gradual im- cans and four not classified. As 
provement in the rules of the col- to religion, thirty are believers in 
lege and in the order maintained the christian religion though only 
by the students. vVe have aided a part of these are professed chris-
in the organization and perpetua- tains and but few are church mem-· 
tion of the Engineering, Agricul- hers,, three are skeptics, two ag-
ture, and Veterinary societies and nostics and four not classified. 
the Science club. Many are not yet satisfied with 
As a class we now number thir- their education and nineteen ex-
ty-nine-the largest that has ever I pect to persue their studies further 
graduated from the I. A. C. Nine- [ either at this or some other school, 
teen of those who entered with us while a half-dozen more say that 
in '84 will graduate this year, two perhaps they will, also. Our total 
have already graduated and five height, with Mr. Ferguson for a 
will probably graduate next year. good, broad foundation and W. H. 
Of the remainder of our class one Frater to top out with, would be 
entered as a Sophomore, seven 22 I feet--an average of five feet, 
came to us from other classes and eight inches. We go out into the 
are therefore naturalized Pahuchas, world to fight the battle of life 
and the rest are veterinary students with a total fighting weight of 
the most of whom entered in '86. 5,824 pounds-an average of 149 
Twenty-two of our class were pounds each. The heaviest mem-
brought up in the country; the rest her of our class weighs 2 IO pounds, 
in town or partially in town. Six- the lightest I I 5 pounds. Our to-
teen have paid their own way en- ta! age is about a century less than 
tirely, the most of them with that of Methuslah. The oldest 
money earned by themselves, and member of our class is thirty years 
nineteen have partially paid their of age, the youngest eighteen and 
own way. Twenty-two have the average age is twenty-two. 
taught school but of that number 
only two expect to make it a life 
work. Six expect to be civil en-
gineers, two mechanical engineers, 
twelve veterinary surgeons, three 
lawyers, one each a pharmacist, a 
doctor, a dentist, a chemist, and 
six expect to engage in some 
form of agriculture. Politically 
twenty-eight are Republicans, four 
CLASS PROPHESY. 
RY G. S. GOVIF,R. 
Last night the fates held forth 
in glad reunion. I was fortunate 
to be a guest at such a festival. 
Their grand arched hall seemed 
as at the focus of infinity, for time 
and space stretched boundless all 
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around. Within it was displayed ing as unanimous in his posses-
such splendors as even Crc:erns sions as Jonah was in the whale. 
could not know. The floor was Further on we passed through an 
gay and firm as amethyst, and as arch causeway into another enor-
smooth and noiseless as the sleep- mous and gorgeously-furnished 
ing waters of Mirror lake. Cur- hall, stretcbfr1g as far as the eye 
tains of richest plush hung_ in could see. "This," said the Fair 
folds like fleecy clouds from the Sister, "is the Library of Life ; it 
ivory dome. Furniture of jasper contains a sealed volume of each 
and emerald in majestic forms and life of every age, both past and to 
rich abundance joined their splen-1 come. Their contents is known 
dor to the scene. ·The candles of! only to the host of heaven and is 
the night flamed out in mystic in charge of us three sisters. No 
clusters from the canopy and the earthly mortal has ever learned 
soft, sweet melodies of the spheres the future except as we, through 
playing in highest harmony float- our prophets, have, for the general 
ed on the air. The favored pro- good of man, revealed to him 
phets and seers of all time were these secrets. · The voice of Father 
gathered there with faces and fig- , Time, shrill and weird as the winds 
ures that kindled curiosity to phos- ! 'whistling through arches of ruin,' 
phorescence. alon-:: can break t:1e seals of these 
. I was contrasting the findy- volumes; but on c2c'.1 cover is 
chiseled shepherd features . of written or embossed one of the 
Moses with the flushed lineaments chi~f scenes of the inclose<l life 
of his companion Buddha, when 
the attending sister moved me 
back, whispering, "Isaiah the 
Great," and a poorly-mo:mted, 
ancient-looking preparation moved 
past and down the hall, courtesy-
ing to right and left with all the 
civility of a candidate on election 
day. Moving on after him we 
passed Barbarosa, the German 
sleeper, and St. John, the immor-
tal dreamer, both arrayed in rich 
silver-sprinkled flowing tresses and 
mother-hubbards. Beyond them 
was Brigham Young entertaining 
two of the Fair Sisters and seem-
and not even a prophet has ever 
learned more than is presented in 
this frontispiece." 
0:1 requesting to see these vol-
umes of 1ny friends the Sister 
seated herself and by touching a 
key swung out a volume from the 
great alcove and placed it before 
me on the desk. The center of 
the cover contained a figure of a 
large oyster surrounded by the 
Shakespearean motto, ''My world's 
the oyster w.hich I ,vith sword will 
lop-in." Above this was written, 
"The discoverer of a process for 
preserving oysters an<l a style of 
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dressing the animal for Baptist striding over the stiles to church 
suppers so that a single one will with his four-by-four wife and five 
flavor a boilerfull of water." Be- Methodist-looking children, full of 
low the figure was the name, Geo. catechism and biscuit and sausage. 
W. Sturtz, M. Sc. Miss Esther Crawford was re-
Another volume reports Mr. G. vealed as spending several years 
L. Schermerhorn as foreman of as instructor in Domestic Econo-
the largest machine shop in Kan- my at the I. A. C., where she 
sas City and as inventor of a pro- earnestly endeavors to. persuade 
cess for providing vacuum cham- Freshman girls that the road to a 
bers in our river boats so that they I rnan's heart is not paved with bis-
can move through much shallower lj cuits that taste like cold sole-leath-
channels and with larger loads er soaked in molasses. Her re-
than formaly. He has one of the tired life gives rise to several such 
largest and most extensively ani- household books as "Good Din-
mated houses in the city. ners" and "House Decorations." 
This volume was replaced by The next volume preser1ted 
another bearing the title and out- Neils E. Hansen as the most com-
lincs, '·Geology perfected and her petent and successful horticulturist 
missing links revealed by the ,von- of Dakota. His membership of 
dcrful discoveri~s of the deep sea. the North American Scientific as-
The bottom of the Atlantic sur- sociation shows his continued inter-
vcyed, mapped and studied with est in all scientific studies, as also 
as much accur?.cy as the contin- do his valuable works on "Are 
ents. The existence of prehistoric Matches Made in Heaven ?" and on 
Atlantis verified and her ancient "The Sociology of the Bee and the 
and valuable relics exhumed. By Bee-attitudes." 
the united efforts of C. M. Canady, Wonderful achievements· of the 
engineer, and F. \V. Mally, geolo- spelling reform! Worcester no 
gist." longer entitled to any more letters 
Another · work pictures Mr. than rooster, hiccough to any 
Tillie, with several elementary more than hack-up, nor haut-boy 
progenitors and a comfortable lo- to any more than "Go! boy." This 
cation at \Nashington, D. C., as an great revolution honors its per-
officer of the Signal Service Board. petrator with the little, '·Cotey, 
The following volume, headed the Literary Hero." 
"Edwin Kirkpatrick," was only a The next volume contained only 
picture of the village preacher. a picture. An elegant double-bar-
A full-grown frock without-a reled house with an enginee's tran-
grnanfol sermon within--hc was sit lookincr, out of the hay win cl rm·: 
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in front, evidences of ornamenta-
tion ; to the left, half a dozen 
children playing with a large sal-
mon-colored dog and a couple of 
doglets ; and in the rear a ruddy 
complexioned barn bearing the 
name, James A. Perley. 
Following was the life of Grant 
Colton. Started as a stock-raiser 
so poor he could afford to kill only 
half a sheep a month, and ten· 
years later the Great Ranch King 
of the West ; owning a tract of an 
entire county in Idaho with 10,000 
head of cattle, five times as many 
sheep and a family in proportion. 
The next volume presented a 
brilliant story. Doctor Besser, op-
pressed by the narrow limits of the 
senses and annoyed by the conflicts 
and disappointments of early life 
and chemical reagents, enters the 
realms of the abstract and spiri-
tual as pulpit expostulator. His 
spiritual scintillations on "The 
Climates of the Universe" and 
other livid topics, wrapped in 
cloud-towers of magnificent im-
agery, form star-crowned, fairy-
palaces with winding stairs that 
reach to heaven and glistening 
banisters on which the angels can 
slide down into his congregation. 
No one can help realizing that 
Besser feels he has been called to 
his work when they see his bald-
headed figure, as serious and wise 
as Solomon in a wig, strutting up 
and <lown the rostrum and roaring 
out the t.1uth like a lion. 
Following this was a volume 
with a central picture of the lar-
gest barn in Denver, Col. On its 
front was painted in glaring let-
ters, "L. G. Patty, importer and 
dealer in Perch-around horses." 
Whether under the influence of 
contemplating magic tincture in 
his library or tincture of assafre-
tida in his barn, his actions are su-
preme. In study or in practice, 
in all the branches of equinology, 
he is the condor of the Rockies. 
Mr.. Hoskins, I learned, spends 
much of his time in Africa and 
other tropical countries collecting 
and preparing museums of the 
living fauna of the tropics for the 
c0lleges of Europe and America. 
This was followed by an odd-
looking volume with the illumin-
ated title, "Achievements of 
Christie." It bore the brief out-
lines: "Chemistry applied to 
food preparation and condensa-
tion so effective that a rich and 
nutricious meal can be corked up 
in an ounce bottle. By this pro-
cess portable ecstacies can be 
stored inside a hollow-topped cane 
to nourish the belated mashers 
and a luxurious picnic dinner be 
packed away in a common mush 
kettle ; while a flexible stomach 
can be loaded for an entire camp-
meeting at a single charge." 
In the center of the next volume 
is a frigid summer scene in the 
famous Sitka of the Arctic. Mov-
ing from the quaint market toward 
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a comfortable-looking residence is sign and while there is so uncom-
an odd combination of furs and promisingly Republican in his 
flowers. Closer investigation dis- sentiment that he will not even 
covers the form of Miss Norma wear a crown to his hat. 
Hainer wrapped in the ever-pres- The next was · only a picture. 
ent furs of the North, but fondly Madrid. An elegant house 
clinging to the ideal of her south- thoroughly animated at the win-
ern nativity in the shape of a hat <lows. A gothic horse leaning 
with a Babylonian flower-garden against the front gate. Frank 
on the roof. He-r wedding in 1890 Graves, D. V. M., and a ten-dollar 
will long be remembered as the grin, near the portico. Owner of 
occasion for an excellent poem, the horse going towards the gate. 
'·The Transit of Venus,'' which A handsomely-covered book in-
graced the occasion from the pen formed me that S. A. Beach, by 
(quill pen) of our class poet and his influence and speeches, con-
which immortalizes both subject verts Alaska into a penal-colony 
and writer. with himself as governor. The 
1\nother volume informed me penitentiaries of our land vanish 
of a controlling bridge establish- and all convicts of high crime arc 
ment in Tucson, Arizona, under sent from its border.-, to labor or 
the proprietorship of McCarty & , starve among their equals. The 
Mendenhall. The company build reforming effect is astonishing un-
all the bridges over a large section der the compelled industry and 
of country. Their success is influences of the kind and ample-
great. No accidents of any kind hearted governor, ever ready with 
have yet occurred in a community hopeful song or pointed story to 
\\·here they've put up a job; and cheer them onward to better living. 
many of the superstitious natives Miss vVilson, alias something 
of the Southwest are fully pur- else, I learned skillfully performs 
suaded that even chintz bugs will , the functions of wife on a large 
not dare to ravage the territorv: estate in the Southwest. Her 
they l~ave pas;ecl ,over. - i husband is a model and clings to 
J\ volume followed this sta.ting; her with as much avidity as a fros-
that G. Z. Barnes, D. V. M., de- ty padlock on the woodshed to 
serts the cause of the equine quad- your fingers. 
rupeds for the excitement and An edition of four volumes on 
honors of politics. His succes'.-> , the lives of Spencer and Randall 
as a statesman is high. He holds : was most gratifying. They out-
t he position of embassador to our rank all benefactors by their won-
aquatic neighbor with the lion en- derful inYcntion, "The Vocalette 
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wrapped-up nightly appearance and the matron enjoy the luxuries 
that told of timid sleepers within. of the press while she is blacking 
Below was a duplicate of this the stove or washing the dishes. 
scene, but a tall, economically- Families who could not read or 
built figure had entered the gate write can now spend their evening 
and stood on the doorstep, reach- at the highest literary entertain-
ing down the chimney to unbolt ments. The loudness of the larg-
the door of his castle. This fold- er machines and their superior 
ing composition of elbow joints j musical tones make them most 
was none other than the renowned I excellent preachers and public 
cartoonist of the West, W. H. speakers. They reduce gambling 
Frater ; poor in wealth but the and gossiping to historic tales of 
same rich-spirited, ,vhole-souled, the past, and their high influence 
grinning specimen that he used to causes every drunkard and "tobac-
be. co-chewer to be pressed in bales of 
Mr. vVilson, I learned, acts sev- hay_ and cremated in the dark of 
era! years in the capacity of vet- the moon. The angels have dust-
erinary teacher and afterwards de- ed off the millennium and put it 
votes his time to the collection under repairs for the people so 
and preparation of specimens of fortunate as to live after the time 
horror and structuror scientific in- of these inventions. 
tcrest for the exercise of scapels Another volume informs me that 
in the different veterinary colleges Joseph Paxton strikes the equiva-
of the United States. lent of a bonanza in the shape of 
Emma Casey, said another vol- balloon photography. Under his 
ume, the idol of the American ingenious management this art has 
people and of an English preacher become so perfect that no maps 
in particular, stands at the head of are prepared or railways built with-
the nation in the ancient Ian- out the aid of his invention. 
or Reading Machine." It is con- From the next I learned that 
structed on principles similar to the inde-fati-gable Ferguson has 
the organette. Journals and mag- won a reputation as horse medica-
azines are printed by puncturing cator that makes him a very 
the paper. When read they are weighty alumni and enables him 
put on a cylinder and as the to sit on a bias across two seats in 
punctures rotate past the bellows- a passenger car while half a dozen 
box the air escapes through the of the humble varities of his race 
punctures and sets the reeds in are standing. 
vibration. The machine can be If you could have seen the vol-
operated by a motor or hired girl ume of Bert Felt you'd have been 
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as much surprised as a hen that's passed by any pill administration 
hatched out a duck. No longer in Des Moines. His hair restora-
a poet, his health wouldn't endure tive discovery of 1890, a single 
it; had to give up law-his con- dose of which given to a man's 
science couldn't endure that ; had mother-in-law will make his hair 
to give up his girl-he couldn't en- come out, has secured for the doc-
dure that. But he's down in Tex- tor his greatest reputation. 
as speculating. Yes, and he's The volume on Wm. Peterson's 
made a fortune cutting up Texas life showed him to be authority on 
trees and trying them out for the volcanic phenomena. By a series 
lead that's been shot into them. 1 of complicated and very ingenious 
C. A. C_arey, says ano:h~r v_ol-1 experiments he prove~ the center 
ume, ments the most d1stmct10n I of the earth to consist of high-
of the D. V. M.'s. By a secret ly-compressed boiling molasses, 
and mysterious process of volatil- which he assures the world will be 
ization conducted in the undiscov- i siphoned out for the grand taffy-
ered recesses of his Chicago labora- pulls of the millenium. Among 
tory, he compounds the gases of the sltocking results of his investi-
some rare plants and from them gations is a method for creating 
sublimates a panacea for all the artificial earthquakes. 
ills domestic animals are heir to. The next volume cover was very 
An interesting volume is devot- expressive but not through words. 
cd to the life of Llewellyn Harpel. There are some things language is 
His Democratic affiliation, like the too feeble for. Such were these. 
tale of a snake, never dies. Most Above was an humble cottage in 
of his life is invested collecting the shimmer of midnight's holy 
and diffusing political love for the moonshine. A curtain nestled 
full houses of full Democrats that over the bolted door and the shut-
gather to hear the famous Demo- ters hugged up close to the dark 
cratic melodean or at least to I windows. A lean, hungry calf had 
brush against his purfumed swal- squeezed its body between two 
low-tailed coat as he edges pickets of the unpainted front 
through the crowd to pass to his fence and being held, by the knot 
carriage. tied in its tail, from going_ further, 
Volume next. Harry Osborn, had measured its length by pick-
M. D., began his medicating man- ing a semicircle of the public 
cuvers very poorly but most of grass. At the shady end of the 
his bad work is covered up. The dwelling a feline brigade were 
li11i11g results of his good work drilling for corporalship. Every-
give him a reputation not s11r- thing about the building had a 
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guages and especially in decipher- / middle of the room with "Thank 
ing the inscriptions of the very' you, sir. Call again!" 
early nations. A large part of Another volume speaks of John 
her life is spent wandering with Craig as the leading experimcn-
her companion amongst the curi- ta! horticulturist of Canada. His 
osities of the Nile and Euphrates, grounds for ornamental shrubbery 
occasionally deciphering the pie- are the most tastily arranged and 
tures on the ruined catacomb:,; and the most extensive in the world 
monuments to fill out the blank and his orchards are inferior to 
pages of the history of our early but very few. 
race. A volume on S. B. Clark was 
The edition of four volumes on one of the most pleasing I saw. 
the veterinary firm of Bennett, Igo Stib never was a campus satellite 
& Tlrnrtle, of New York city, was at school and his centrifugal soul 
quite flattering.. Besides control never allowed him in his broad 
of all the city work they haye of- and earnest study to embrace the 
fices throughout the neighboring lzem1enlJ1 bodies; but he has made 
cities which operate according to his mark in New York. \Vithout 
the directions of telegrams from rehearsing all his achievements it 
the central office. may be sufficient to say that his 
Charlie Curtiss started a grain association with Mrs. Cleveland's 
farm in the Southwest but his en- sister has secured for him the po-
terprise soon carried him into the sition next to president of the 
merchantile business, at \Vichi ta. United States-that of sheriff at 
I Iis dry goods store is unsurpassed Albany. 
in that flourshing city. The zeal \Vhen the next volume on Pres-
with which he performs the func- • ident \V. I. Chamberlain dropped 
tions of salesman is both remark- 1 down before me it tickled me so I 
able and amusing. His energetic I just had to burst right out laugh-
mind is so saturated with business ing. But the instant I laughed 
lore that frequently during his all vanished in an• instant and I 
sleep such precipitations occur as was-sitting in a dentist's chair 
"All wool from my own sheep," with a sore mouth-had been llll-
''1'11 call it eighty-five for cash'' der the influence of ether. 
and ''It's a bargain--shall I tear 
it off?" Then follo\\'s several : 
quick business tears and before 
his clomiciliating companion can 
awake him the pieces of bedclothes 
arc rolled up and clumped in the 
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our exchanges for their commen-
dations of our work and for their 
1•1·n1.1sHRo ,mNrnLv FoR EIGHT MmTHs criticisrns. It would probably 
oFTHE \'EAR"" THE have been better for us if we had 
LITERARY SOCIETIES received more of the latter. The 
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SUBSCRIPTION TERMS. 
editorial work has required con-
siderable time but we feel well re-
paid for the most of our labors by 
the benefits received from the 
work. Having carried out our 
1 promise "to do our best" we shall 
: resign the editorial quill to our 
successor, Mr. Davidson, with a 
feeling of satisfaction. ·while we 
, have not written great and learned 
criticisms we have honestly, and 
! without flattery, expressed our 
thoughts and opinions in the clear-
est and simplest manner possible, 
: expecting· and desiring our readers 
to take them simply for what they 
<>n" Y<'ar (in ailrnnce) ..... __ .. _ ...... $1.oo are worth. Financially THE Au-
Single Copy......................... . 12 RORA has been fairly prosperous 
,\II subscriptions are considered permanent : this year. It received twenty 
until discontinuance is reqneste,l and all ar- dollars less than usual from the 
rc-nrages nre paid. 
All Literary contrihntions should he a,l- college but the subscription list 
dresser! THE AuRoRA, Ames, Iowa. and advertising columns were 
.\pplieations for advertising rates, anrl oth- larger than they have been for 
Pr liusines:-, communications, should be ad-
several years. We have, however, 
drC'sscil L. \'. HARPEi., 
Business Manager, Ames, Iowa. paid considerably more than usual 
FERGUSON ,I. HEAD. PRINTERS, JEFFERSON, IOWA. 
This is the last number of TrIE 
AlTIWRA for this year and in it we 
appear for the last time as its 
editor. \Ve thank our fellow stu-
dents, the faculty, the alumni and 
for printing and the association 
will just about come out even. \Ve 
should like to urge the alumni to 
help support and improve Trm 
AURORA still more next year by 
subscription and by sending items 
for the alumni column. \Ne wish 
the new editors the greatest of 
success and extend to nur readers 
a kind farewell. 
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THE ORATORICAL CONTEST. 
\Ve have not space to give a full 
account of the oratorical contest 
this year but we can truly say 
that in our opinion it was the best 
home contest we have ever lis-
tened to. Nearly all of the speak-
ers surpassed the highest expecta-
tions of their friends. We had 
excellent judges who were given 
plenty of time to examine the or-
ations and mark them on thought 
and composition before they were 
delivered and as a consequence 
their decision gave almost univer-
sal satisfaction. The judges were 
Prof. W. F. Cramer, of Waverlv 
Prof. H. H. Seerley, of Ced;; 
Falls, and Hon. S. F. Prouty, of 
Pella. \Ve can give the best idea 
of the comparative merits of the 
different orations by rrivina the b b 
average marks of the judges on 
each. \Ve must say, ho'.vever, in 
justice to Miss \Vatrous, that she 
received very high marks on 
thought and composition, but as 
she forget a portion of her oration 
one of the judges did not give her 
any mark on delivery. 
J. G. Davidson, "Modern News-
papers," 88 r-9. 
''John Howard 
Sherman Yates, "The Field o·f 
Ice," 94 7-9, 
Lizzie McCuskey, "Romolo," 
87~. 
W. H. Wright, "The Ransom 
of the Masses," 94 4-9. 
C. L. Bartholomew, "Wealth in 
America," 89 7-9. 
Scott Bradford, "Gladstone's 
Mission," 88 4-9. 
Kate Stevens, "The Future Civ-
ilization," 86i, 
It will be seen that the contest 
for first honors was very close be-
tween Mr. \Vright and Mr. Yates. 
This was what was expected be-
fore the contest ; and after the or-
ations were delivered the same 
opinion prevailed, but many were 
still undecided as to which would 
receive first. Neither excelled the 
other in any marked deg-ree in 
thoug·ht, composition or delivery. 
Mr. \Vright's delivery was more 
powerful but less natural than that 
of Mr. Yates, and a preference of 
one of the judges for the natural 
rather that the oratorical style of 
delivery is what decided the con-
test in favor of Mr. Yates. 
Our college can congratulate it-
self on being well represented at 
the state contest this year and 
may dare hope for representation 
at the inter-state contest. 
Our home association will do 
well to follow the custom estab-
lished this year of sending the or-
e. \V. Hunt, "Education as an ations to the 1·ude-e.s at 1 t ~ eas a 
Mary Ross, 
Payne," 85 4-9. 
Marion \Vatrous, "The Frate," 
So 5-9. 
Economic .and Social Factor," 89[. , week before the contest. 
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COMMENCEMENT. 
Soon after other colleges have 
started on a new year's work our 
college closes for a long winter va-
cation. We shall give a short ac-
count of the commencement exer-
work before going out into the 
world. 
Rev. I. B, Shreckingast, of '85, 
represented the Bachelors and 
gave an unusually thoughtful ora-
tion on the general character of 
the nineteenth and the twentieth 
cises this fall, but as we write en- centuries and the kind of men de-
tirely from memory and was an manded by the twentieth century. 
actor rather than a spectator, our He showed that this century 
description will necessarily be in- had been one of invention and of 
complete and imperfect. The first change in forms and types and 
thing to be noticed is claimed that the character of the 
TIIE SOCJETY (;RADUATTON EXER- century following it must necessar-
CISES. ily be different. It will improve 
The stage had been very tastily and perfect the inventions and 
decorated and when the large · types originated by the nineteenth 
number of graduating members century, hence the kind of men 
wearing the badges of their res- ! needed are not brilliant men but 
pcctive societies took their places : steady, earnest workers. 
on the stage they made a very fine Miss Fannie R. Wilson, of '84, 
appearance. Each of the four so- represented the Cliolians and gave 
cieties was represented in an ad- a very clear, earnest, common-
dress by one of its graduates. sense address on the qualities wo-
Mr. C. A. Corey, of '85, repre- men must cultivate in order that 
senting the Crescents, spoke first they may successfully grasp the 
on the relation of religion to the opportunities now offered them in 
state schools. He is not opposed various lines of work. 
to religious exercises in state The president of each society 
schools but he spoke very strange- then made an appropriate speech 
ly against c01izpu!sory chapel at- and presented diplomas to the 
tendance, claiming that it is in di- graduating members, one of whom 
rect opposition to the constitution responded in a suitable manner. 
of the state and of the United The presentation speech for the 
States. Cliolians was made by Miss Mc-
Mr. T. F. Bevington, of '84, Cuskey and responded to by Miss 
spoke for the Philomatheans and Ollie Wilson ; for the Bachelors 
gave a good address in which he es- by J. E. Gyde and responded to 
pecially urged the importance of by C. F. Curtis ; for the Philoma-
having definite plans for future theans by C. \V. Hunt and res-
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ponded to by L. V. Harpel ; and 
for the Crescents by \Vm. Thomp-
son and responded to by G. \V. 
Sturtz. The speeches showed 
that they all appreciated the value 
of society work and showed that 
while each one was proud of his 
own society, yet there is the best 
of feeling between the different 
societies. 
On Sunday, Nov. 6, 
THE BACCALAUREATE SEl-010'.'< 
to be captains of military compan-
ies · returned to Capt. Lincoln's, 
where they sat dmn1 to a most 
bountiful supper and spent a de-
lightful evening with their hospit-
able host and hostess. A few of 
the others returned to the dining 
hall in time for supper. 
On Monday those who were not 
to read their "ten minutes" on 
commencement clay read them be-
fore the trustees. 
by President Chamberlain was lis- Monday evening President 
tened to by the students, the trus- Chamberlain gave a reception to 
tees and a number of visitors. the faculty, the Senior boys ancl 
The sermo.n consisted of a very the Senior, Junior and Sophomore 
complete and clear discussion of girls, which was thoroughly en-
the evidences of the existence and joyed by all who were present. 
goodness of God, exhibited in the i President and Mrs. Chamberlain 
physical world, a consideration of i made their guests feel fully at 
What such goodness to man de- home and administered· to both 
mands from man and a few words our physical and social wants in 
nf earnest parting advice to the such a way as to make us feel that 
members of the graduating class : that was one of the · evenings nf 
as they go out into the various in- : our lives long to be remembered. 
clustries and professions. After: Tuesday, Nov. 8, was 
the sermon came the very enjoy- ! c LASS DAY. 
able exercise known bv the rather ; The Juniors had decorated the 
undignified title of "R~ccalaureate f chapel for the graduating class an(l 
trot," which according to a time.- 1 they certainly deserved great 
honored custom is always per- ; credit for the tasty manner in 
formed by each one of the Seniors I which the stage was decorated. 
with an escort furnished by the i Beautiful curtains were hung at 
Juniors. This afternoon they' the windows and on each side of 
wandered at "their sweet will" , the stage while smilax was trained 
outside "the circular drive," "o'er . along the railing and twined 
hill and dale," or chatted in some , around the posts and along the 
"sylvian retreat," or carved their ' top. Between the central posts 
names 111 the old stone arch. , was an arch with the words "Class 
Those \\·ho \\'ere fortunate enough ; '87'' on it. From the center of the 
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arch hung a beautiful velvet banner such pieces for an entertainment 
on which was the motto of the class where something else is supposed 
in gilt letters. A fountain in front to form the principal part of the 
of the stage was arranged much program. 
like the one for the Junior Ex. E. J. Christie then delivered a 
only much prettier and rendered very good oration on the elements 
still more beautiful by a floral of success in life, but too many 
horse-shoe just back of it in which examinations had unfortunately 
was the floral monogram, I. A. C. prevented him from learning it 
Class day is usually the most in- thoroughly. 
teresting part of the commence- I E. A. Kirkpatrick then read the 
ment at the I. A. C., consequently class history, which will be found 
when the exercises commenced at I in this issue. 
two o'clock a large audience greet- Miss Esther Crawford read in a 
e<l the speakers. very effective manner an excellent 
Mr. C. F. Curtis delivered a very essay showing that success is se-
appropriate salutatory, but unfor- cured not by effort alone but by 
tunately did not have it well effort rightly directed to the de-
learned. veloping of one's natural powers 
R. C. Bennett read the Fresh- and showing that men are not 
men and Senior roll call, which great or successful because of what 
was appropriately responded to by they do but because of what they 
the members of the class. are. 
A. C. Felt read the class poem, The class prophecy which is 
which will be found in this issue. published in this issue was then 
Then we had some music to rest read by G. S. Govier and thorough-
the audience, which it did very ly_ enjoyed by the audience. 
nicely, but unfortunately it con- C. A. Corey then read an ora-
tinued so long that the audience tion the principal characteristic of 
hecame tired again, and the same which was an attack on the mark-
was true (with one exception) of ing system with some strictures on 
every music that was called for. rigid courses of study for the gen-
As a consequence, the exercises, era! student. 
which were rather long anyway, The next on the program was 
were rendered much too long. We an address to the Juniors by S. A. 
suppose that it would be allow- Beach and response by C. L. 
able to select the longest pieces of Bartholomew. Mr. Beach after 
music to be found in the universe making a few pleasantries and 
for a musical concert, but it is cer- disclaiming any intention of 
tainly not in good taste to select , giving them advice talked to the 
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Juniors as to friends, pictured to ed with it. He showed in a very 
them very clearly the circumstanc- brilliant way that our political safe-
es with which they will be sur- ty as a nation can only be asshred 
rounded and responsibilities that by cultivating social purity by 
will rest upon them as the highest means of the teachings of the 
class in the institution and ex- christian religion. Few men can 
pressed the hope and firm belief speak so naturally and effectively 
that they would nobly fill their new or have such a complete mastery 
positions. Mr. Bartholomew re- of the English language as Mr. 
sponded in a very appropriate man- Dolliver, and after hearing him 
ner and in much the same spirit as those who had objected to having 
Mr. Beach. The speeches showed a politician to deliver the address 
that while both classes had con- at commencement withdrew their 
siderable "class spirit" yet that objections. 
they respect c1-nd appreciate each On vVednesclay at ten o'clock 
other and that the very best of CO:\L\IE:'JCEME:\'T EXERCISES 
feeling prevailed between them. began and continued until nearly 
G. L. Schermerhorn then gave one o'clock. They consisted of 
an excellent valedictory in a very ten minute addresses or papers pre-
effective manner. He showed pared from their thesis by the ten 
clearly .how the advancement in memb;;rs of the class who ha\·c 
civilization has substituted steam the highest standing. It is impos-
power for the work of the slave, siblc for us to give an analysis of 
noted the characteristics and re- each one of the papers but will 
quirements of the present age, say that every one of them showed 
spoke of the work done in the four that the writer had a complete 
short years spent in these halls ! theoretical and practical knowl-
and in an earnest and manly way ' edge of the subject he was discuss-
bade good-bye to the college and ing-. All were very meritorious 
those connected with it and to papers and read in a natural and 
class-mates. effective manner. Many of the 
The long yet enjoyable program subjects were of a technical nature 
was then closed by singing the yet of considerable general interest. 
pretty and rather pathetic class The papers of Mr. Beach and Miss 
song which had been composed by Crawford may be mentioned as be-
Miss Ollie vVilson. ing of special interest to all. 
In the evening we listened to a The following is a list of the 
lecture by Mr. Dolliver, the silver , speakers and the subjects: 
tongued orator of Iowa and every I L. V. Harpel, "Banking in the 
one except the writer was delight- United States." · 
EDITORIAL. 
Emma Casey, "Intellect in the 
Lower Animals." 
A. E. Osborn, "Mental Respon-
sibility in Disease." 
C. M. Canady, "Railway Loca-
tion." 
_C. A. Corey, "Methods by which 
Contagious Diseases are communi-
cated." 
S. A. Beach, "The Pollen of 
·woody Plants." 
G. L. Schermerhorn, "High 
Speed Engines." 
Esther Crawford, "Psychology 
and ,Education." 
G. S. Govier, "Arch Architec-
ture." 
E. A. Kirkpatrick, "Advantages 
of Protection to the Labor and 
Ind:1stries of the United States." 
After the reading of these 
papers,· the diplomas were present-
ed and another class--larger than 
any ever before-was ready to 
leave their alma mater and engage 
in the work of life. But whatever 
they do or wherever they go they 
will always cherish pleasant mem-
ories of the I. A. C. 
·--f&·LOC:f.tL-1-]'f OTEp.·'4--· 
Good-bye! 
Will you teach ? 
Out in the cold world ! 
The attendance at the exercises 
was unusually slim this year, es-
pecially on commencement day. 
The commencement ball on 
Wednesday evening was not very 
largely attended by the students. 
All who were there, however, re-
port a good time. 
By no means the least instruct-
ive and attractive part of com-
mencement was the lecture Tues-
day night by Mr. Dolliver. 
Of all lonely, forsaken places on 
earth, the I. A. C., when deserted 
by all except the ghosts of a de-
parted past and one or two unfor-
tunate humans, is the most a,vfully 
dismal. 
No event of the fall term will be 
longer remembered nor more ap-
preciated by those who participated 
than the tea-party given by Mrs. 
Bennett to the ladies of the Junior 
and Senior classes. 
With this issue of THE AURORA 
the "local" says good bye, not, 
however, with feelings of deepest 
regret. We feel safe in assuring 
the readers of THE AURORA a 
much more interesting local col-
umn in '88. 
Something got wrong with the 
boiler in the engine house a few' 
weeks before the close of the term, 
and for two evenings the college 
was shrouded in darkness, relieved 
here and there by the ghastly glim-
mering of a candle. 
There was quite a rage for pres-
ents among the students near the 
close of the term. The Juniors in 
Polit. presented Prof. Stanton with 
a fine gold chain and locket ; Dr. 
EDITORIAL. 
\Velch's rhetoric class, after spend- ters. Their pa's and ma's were 
ing an evening with their profes- immediately informed of the fact, 
sor, presented him with a diction- for what purpose no one knows. 
ary, and Mrs. Riley's rhetoric class, Probably the old folks have never 
not to be outdone, gave her an el- heard of anything of the kind be-
egant plush writing desk. fore. 
Baccalaureate "trot" was ob- The vocabularly of THE AURO-
served with all the dignity and so- RA is too limited to express suffi-
lemnity(?) becoming a time-hon- j cient contempt for the author of 
ored custom. The Juniors did j the Sophomore poetry(?) that was 
their duty nobly and every Senior , distributed among the students, a 
"trotted" several hours of his last ! disgrace to the class and to the 
Sunday at the I. A. C. ! institution. It is hard to conceive 
At the graduating exercises of' of a mind so lost to all sense of 
the societies Saturday night, the i decency as to turn out so foul a 
Philo's were represented by Tom production. 
Hevineton, '84, the Clio's by Fan- : 
o '88 came very nearly being 
nie \Vilson, '84, the Bachelors by cheated out of becoming Seniors. 
Buller Schreckengast , '85, and the That part of commencement con-
Crescents by Mr. Corey, '85- sisting of ushering in the new Sen-
President Chamberlain honored ! ior class was for some reason omit-
the seniors with an elegant recep- tee!, and for two hours the ex-] un-
tion Monday evening. Nearly all iors \\-anclerecl about a Lomclcss, 
the class with their ladies and forlorn set. But the "owl-eyed 
friends attendee!. All were de- flock" were not thus to be thwart-
lighted with the cordial hospitality eel, and the coveted goal was. 
of President and Mrs. Chamberlain. reached at a meeting with the 
The sham battle turned out to board of trustees in the Crescent 
be quite a sham. A large number room at 2 o'clock. 
of troops were expected, but many A TRAGEDY IN Two SCE'.','ES. 
of these did not come. However, -Scene I: About one o'clock at 
the battalion fought bravely and night; dark as Egypt and raining; 
were much admired by the crowd a hopeful of the I. A. C., seven 
which had gathered to watch the miles from his alma mater, saying 
fight. good night and turning his face, as 
A party of young folks who at- he supposed, toward the college. 
tended a lecture down town com- Scene II : Three hours later.; a 
mitted the dreadful crime of going farmer in the vicinity (not of the 
to a restaurant and getting oys- , I. A. C.) is awakened by this same 
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young hopeful, who implores him 
to lend him a lantern and direct 
him toward the college. Oysters 
and cigars in demand for a few 
days until the young man looks 
tired. 
more than compensated for this 
loss, however, by a visit froli\ a 
friend later. 
Norma Hainer goes to Illinois 
this winter to teach the school 
taught by Mr. Rich for several 
The comm('ncement decorations winters. 
were pronounced the finest that C. F. Curtiss entertained a num-
have been at the college for a long her of his classmates at his home 
time. A beautiful fountain worked Wednesday night, after _com-
perfectly; just in front of the stage I mencement. 
was a large horseshoe of yellow ! Miss Helen Kepner will teach 
and pink tea-roses with the mono- I the school west of the college this 
gram "I. A. C." in the center. A winter and board at the college 
banner of green plush contained the with Mrs. Graves. 
motto of the class, "Attempt and 
Accomplish," in gilt letters, and 
hung from the center of an arch 
over the front of the stage. The 
other decorations were tasty and 
the stage presented ·a beautiful 
appearance. 
Mr. Craig remains at the college 
this winter, looking after the hor-
ticultural department in the ab-
sence of Prof. Budd. 
Miss Stockman will spend the 
winter at Purdue university. Miss 
Eaton returns to New York with 
the intention of not returning. 
Dr. and Mrs. Halsted, little 
Mrs. Perley and Mrs. Felt were Clare and Mrs. Riley left vVednes-
at the college to see their sons day afternoon for New York, 
graduate. where they will spend the winter. 
Prof. Budd and family will spend Misses Julia Wentch and Ollie 
the winter in California, as ""ill Wilson attended a convention of 
Dr. Stalker. the Young Women's Christian as-
G. L. Schermerhorn will work sociation at Toledo, Iowa, in Oc-
in the machine shops of Chicago tober. They went as representa-
this winter. tives of our Christian association. 
Fred Malley enjoyed a visit An unusually large number of 
from his parents during com- the faculty will stay on the 
mencement. grounds this winter. Prof. and 
George Barnes went home to Mrs. Hainer will board at the col-
nurse a sore face and missed the lege with Mrs. Graves and Prof. 
"trot" and reception. He was and Mrs. Knapp at Prof. Stanton's. 
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·+·f!LU]YIJ'iI.+· 
V enc Gambell and Lizzie Lang- To V-7 hom it may Concern 
fitt, of '86, and \\'ill Grove, of '8 5, Keep abreast with the times by huying 
visited alma mater during com- your goods at the 
mencement. 
'86. Lane Hedges \Yas a can-
didate for county surveyer of 
Cedar county during the recent 
campaign and J. \V. Bradford for 
county superintendent of Mahaska 
county. 
'83. H.J. Gabel, county super-
intendent of Carroll county, died 
at his home in Arcadia about the 
first of October. 
'85. G. F. Goodno and F. S. 
Palace+ Drug+Store ! 
\Vhere they stt1dy the needs of their customers 
and are always ready and willing, for rea-
sonable compensation, to furnish the 
best goods obtainable. \Ve make 
J=>rescriptions a Specialty! 
An<l handle all gocds usually found in 
a first-class Drug Store. 
Our Nevv Soda ·Fountain! 
\Vill soon he in readine,;s to accommodate 
":ill ye that thirst," and the 
B. Garcia's 1<-arnous Cigar 
Sell~ on it:-; merit-;. Try it. Lair and see us, 
try the new road whiC h pleases so ffi:lny, 
and surely yon will not depart from it. 
Schoenleber took diplomas \\'i th : J. H. P1CKETT & Co., Am~s, Iowa. 
'87, Mr. Goodno the degree of M. 
Sc., Mr. Schoenleber M. L.A. Lawton House. 
'83. Miss Emily Reeves visited 
the college and Miss Budd dur-
ing the last week of college. 
'83. R. M. Hunter, of \Vall 
Lake, stopped at the college a 
clay or two towards the end of the 
term. 
NELSON & WESTBERG, 
MERCHAXT TAILORS, 
A;';]) l>EALER.S IN 
Foreign and Domestic Pi@ce Goods. 
Good stock alwavs on hand; first-
class work. Redu~ed prices. · \\' est 
Side Story St., Boone, Iowa. 
Coocl Accommodations, and only 
$1 per day. Call and see us. 
C. C. Pt.:!Ul\TO'.\, 
BOOK=BINDER, 
R'lOXE, IOWA. 
ff'&'Sencl in your :\iagazines ancl get tlwrn 
neatly_ancl sul_>~~':':nt~u_lly_boun_,l_.~~~~~ 
All readers of THE AURORA are 
cordially invited to send specimens 
of plants (especially Iowa Grasses 
and Injurious Fungi) to the Botani-
cal Herbarium. Correspondence 
upon the Flora of the State is always 
welcome. Address, 
B. n. HALSTED, .\mes, Iowa. 
ADVERTISEMENTS. 
~IOWA~ 
Bus1NESS CoLLEGE. 
-+AX PRA(;TJUL X TRAININ& X $GHOOL.~ 
Equipped especially for the thorongh training 
of young men and women in the affairs of 
husines~ _and of accounts. How to become 
G.D. LOUD, 
l\Ianufactnrer and dealer in 
--'2fiFINE AND MEDIUM.a+ 
FURNITURE! 
COFFINS AND CASKETS, 
PrcTCRE FRAMES Al>D \\'J!>DO\V CnR!>lCES, 
--~A~M~E=S=' - - IOWA. 
I BINGHAM & co., 
1'110:xonRAPHERS A.?\Tl TYPE -\VRJTERS. i . . 
A brge catalogue con1aining all reliable m- I HaFdwaFB and Gutl0Fy' 
formatio11 will be mailed free. A..ddres<.; 
_ _J~_?_n~1:_1gs & Chapman, - Des Moines, Iowa. 
PERSON & McLAIN, 
Ii~:ALERS 1:--/ 
~HELF Ar-;'ll IlEAYY 
Studenh' supJ)lies in our line a spec-
ialty. (~oods deli\·ered free. 
A:\IES. : : : : : : : : : IOWA. 
:VIAXW·ELL & SON, 
I1 R()PRIET()l<S 
R· E·0·1·~·e!·I~·l1· B·Sf 
7AND BAKERY.+ 
Dealers in Fancy (;roceries, Fruits, Etc. 
OUR CRYSTAL lcE-CREAlvl 
Is the finest made. One trial will con-
vince you. Ames, Iowa. 
--'2fij. B. PAXTON,>a+ 
.\~!ES. [CJ\\'.\. 
-~ FINE WATGH WORK AND ENGl{AVIN(L-
House Furnishing &oods, 
(~uns, Sporting Goods and Students' 
Supplies. 
South Side of Street AMES, IOWA. 
WALLACE,&. JOHNSON, 
-DR.'\LERS IN-
NECKWEAR, 
Hats, Caps, Etc., 
STORY STREET, BOONE, JOWA. 
II. WESTERMAN & CO., 
-DEALERS IX-
B:rngs, Briuggist's i=,und!lies, 
\YAU, PAPER, STATTONERY. 
THE CITY DRUG STORE, 
A1rns, lmYA. H. \YESTERMAc', & Cn. 
--..,.>;,..MILLIN ERY-Y--
-A·1·-
M. & A. J. SvVEEXEY'S, 
EAST E:--n STREET. SOFTH smF.. 
AD VE.RTISEil:fENTS. 
't' eachel'S wanted I Eight Principles, Eleven 
---------~ Assistants, and a nnmber 
for \,f nsic; also Art and Specialties. Send stamp for 
application form and circulars of information to 
NAT'L SCHOOL SUPPLY BUREAU, 
Mention this paper CHICAGO, ILL 
Specimens for the Museum. 
\Ve ask students, graduates, and all other friends of 
the College to remember us in the way of 
mnse11m specimens. 
FOSSILS, ROCKS ~ COALS, 
and other similar specimens of value. If in doubt as 
to the value of a specimen for our purpose, write 
to us and inquire. We want, also, Birds, Eggs, 
Nests, Skulls, and Skins of Quadrupeds, 
Shells from our Ponds, Insects, and 
Jnsect work of various kinds. 
Correspondence Upon Inserts Par-
ticularly Requested. 
umguLTURAL goLLEgE MUiEUM, 
CARE OF PROF. OSBORN, AMES, IOWA. 
L. M. BOSWORTH, 
DRUGGIST ~ BOOKSELLER, 
CORNER DRUG STORE. 
Toilet Artides and Baseball Goods a Specialty. 
HEADQUARTERS 
--FOR--
Furnishing Goods. 
We keep a complete line of Dry 
Goods, Boots and Shoes, Hats and 
Caps, Gro::eries, Notions, Trunks 
and Valises, Ladies' and Gents' 
Furnishing Goods. 
GEORGE G. TILDEN, AME~. lOWA. 
D. A. BIGELOW & CO., 
DEALER IS 
DRY GOODS, 
GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS, 
Rnd Ladies' and ]V!isses' Fizie ~hoes. 
CLOTHING A SPECIALTY. 
PRICES ALTVAYS LOTYEST ! 
_ -..>,..A~!ES, IOW A-<-c:-____ _ 
HAMILTON &CO., 
Dealers in all kinds of first-class 
Staple and Fancy Orocer1es. 
Everything as low as the lowest an,! nil goods 
warranted to give satisfaction. 
Goods Dc!hicrcd Free of Cltar;:t. 
AMES, IOWA. 
-THE-«-
Civil Engineering 
DEPARTMENT 
Solicits Drawings, Blue Prints, 
etc., from its graduates and others 
interested in its welfare. 
Address, 
C. F. MOUNT. 
ADVERTISEMENTS. 
-THE-
LEADIN·G O PHOTOG,RA'PHER ! 
' 
IN PES· MOINES. 
I will make Studmts Plzotographs at Reduced Rates, and I will guar-
antee Better Work than any otlzer House in the City. Entire 
Satisfactio~ Guaranteed-to all of <Jur Cust01ners. 
4r3-4r5 WALNUT STREET, iJJES MOINES, IOWA. 
PHOTOGRAPHER, 
603 and 605 Walnut Street, Des Moines, Iowa. 
SUPERJQR WORK. REASONABLE PRICES. 
The most careful attention Raid to every patron. Will put out 
nothing'. but strictly fi~st-.class \ wqr~. Guarantee satisfaction or will 
willingly refund. money. 
AD VER TISEll1EN'TS. 
~John L. Wright,~ 
--THE--
THE LARGEST Lll\TE OF 
Silk Hats, Derby and Stetson Hats 
IN THE STATE OF IOWA. 
Exclusive Agent for the Knox Hats. 
402 WALNUT STREET, KIRKWOOD BLOCK, 
DES MOINES, row A. 
-THE- CHARLES E. HUNT. 
➔LARGEST STOCK-1--
-OF--
MISCELLANEOUS Rooms: Reside-ncn, Opposite West House, 
B 00 KS! RESTAURANT! 
TEXT BOOKS 
-AND-
Ref ere nee. Books ! 
l'O BE FOUND IN IOWA IS KEPT ·BY 
REDHEAD, NoRTON, LATHROP & Co., 
DEs l\fOINES, IowA. 
CANIER BROS., 
Boots, Shoes and Rubbers, 
CENTRAL BLOCK, BOONE, IOWA. 
WARM AND COLD MEALS. 
COLD BOILED MEATS AND HA11 0~ 
HAND CONSTANTLY. 
lee Cream,. Lemonade, Cakes., Scotch J\,lead and alll. 
kinds of l:hoice Confectionery. 
A. DUFF, AMES, !OW A. ----- ~~---~-
--.>:,.THE-<..r--
H)ecbei:JJicerl Ei9~iryze:roil)~ 
DEPARTMENT 
Will be indebted to its graduates or others interei;ted 
for specimens of all kinds of woods. Please select 
section~ showing the bark aed heart m one piece for 
small trees but for large trees show ba:rk and heart by 
separate specimens, all to be cut at least six inches 
long. Also give scientific and common names when 
known. Address, 
N. C. BASSETT, Ames, Iowa. 

ti -~ • ~ ' 9!l!~tl~l!tll • tll~l! 
' ;:;,.:;-
~OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION.-Y--
W. I. CHAMBERLAIN, A. M., LL. D., PRESIDENT, 
Ethics, and Lectmer on Practical Agriculture. 
A. S. WELCH, A. M., LL. D., 
Psychology, Sociology and Rhetoric. 
REV. A. C. BARROWS, A. M., 
Latin, English Literature and ·History. 
M. STALKER, B. Sc., V. S., 
Veterinary Science. 
J. L. BUDD, M. H., 
Horticulture. 
E.W. STANTON, B. Se, 
?t1athematics and Political Economy. 
D. S. FAIRCHILD, M. D., 
Pathology, Histology, Therapeutics and Comparative 
Anatomy. 
C. F. MOUNT, B. C. E., C. E., 
Civil Engineering. 
J. R. LINCOLN, CAPT. 1st REGT. I. 
N. G.,· 
. Military Science and Tactics. 
B. D. HALSTED, Sc. D., 
Botany. 
N.C.BASSETT,B.Sc~ 
Mechanical Engine~ring and Drafting. 
A. A. BENNETT, B. Sc., 
Chemistry. 
MRS. E. P. EWING, 
Domestic Economy. 
Mrss C. H. STOCKMANN, A. M., 
German and French. 
HERBERT OSBORN, M.Sc., 
Zoology and Entomology. • 
J. C. HAINER, B. Sc., M. D.; 
Physics and Astronomy. 
Mrss E.W. EATON, 
Preceptress, Elocution and Rhetoric. 
HERMAN KNAPP, B. S. A.; 
Acting ProfessOr of Agriculture. · 
MRs. I. M. RILEY, 
Librarian, Assistant in Mathematics and Acting Pre 
ceptress. 
Miss A. S. GAFF, 
V oca1 and Instrumental Music. 
FREMONT TURNER, B. M. E., 
Foreman and Teacher in Machine Shop 
W. B. NILES, D. V. M., 
House Surgeon in Veterinary Department: 
GEO. F. GOODNO, D. Sc., 
Assistant in Chemistry. 
F. S. SCHOENLEBER, B. Sc. A., 
Farm Foreman and Teacher in Agriculture. 
E. S. RICHMAN, B. S. it., 
Proctor and Assi:.tant in Farm Experimentation. 
NON-RESIDENT .LECTURERS. 
L. J. ALLEMAN, M. D., 
Surgical Therapeutics. 
F. E. CRUTTENDEN, M. D., 
Ophthalmology. 
Candidates for admission, of either sex, must be at least sixteen years of age. Before entering the Freshma1 
, lass, they must pass a thorough examination in Reading-, English Grammar, Physiology, Arithmetic, and Al 
J ebra through equation:,, of the first degree. Any appli ~ant for.adrnis.;ion to one of the higher cla:;ses, mu:, 
lass an exammauon with a standing of at least three (four being perfect) in the branches named, and the stndie 
ot the preceeding class or classes. Students on entering the College are required, moreover, to declare in writ 
ing, ·that they will conform to the conditions of membership, and. except in case.-; of i1lne'js or unforeseen mis 
fortune, remain at least one term. 
I- XPEf\'.SEs.-Students pay actual cost for board, fires, lights, laundry, damage to College property, whe1 
caused by themselves, ca1·e, lighting, warming, and general repair of· t~e College building and furniture, an< 
st ch other incidental expenses as belong to them as a body. ~tudents pay nothing for tuition. Students sup 
ply themselves with pillows and other beddfflg, with towels and cal"pets, after their arrival. They supply them 
selves with ticks, which can be filled with strnw after their arrival. The rates of charges are as follows 
Board, per week. $2.2i::.; fires and lights per week. 30 cents: incidental expenses per week, 2f Cents; laundr) 
per dozen, 50 cents ; room rent. per term, $2. 50 to $3.00. Board, fires and lights in the Cottages, $2. 10 per week 
MANUAL LABOR . ..;_Members of the Freshman and other classes may engage in such uninst:ructive labor ai 
the interests of the institution require, at the rate of from ten to twenty cents per hour. Faithful and efficient 
workers sometimes earn about $2.00 per week. 
COURSE OF STUDY .-There are seven courses of study, viz: The course in the Sciences related to- the Industries 
the Ladies' Course in Science and Literature, the course in Agriculture, 'the course in Civil Engineering, tht: 
course in Mechanical Engmeering, the course in Veterinary Science and the course in D:omestic Economy. Thest: 
courses each include a full course of technical study and practice and the general studie:s necessary to a libera 
education. 
The College is well supplied with the means of instruction. The Library is supplied with all the ~-tandard litera• 
ture and works of reference in Science and Art. The Chemical and Physical Laboratories are among th1: 
lar~est and best furnished in the country. The farm, garden and v.,orkshop with theit supply of machinery, 
imf l.!me, ts and live stock, present to the student the best specimens of industrial art, and the entire system 01 
instru;tion and practice is calculated to prepare the student for the actual duties of life. The College year be-
gan Feb. 23. The second half year 1887 will begin July 20. Even a few days tardiness is a great damage 
l:ioth to s .1der t and ciass. · 
-.r•or Ca·alogue containing full information. address: W. I. CHAMBERLAIN, President, Ames. Iowa. 
